GENERALIZED CONVEXITY AND SURFACES OF NEGATIVE CURVATURE PAUL A. CLEMENT
Introduction. In a study [4] of surfaces whose Gaussian, or total, curvature K satisfies the relation K < 0, a number of functions having geometrical significance have been shown to be convex. In the present paper, a study of surfaces whose Gaussian curvature satisfies K < K o , where K$ is a negative constant, leads to the determination of a class of functions which are subfunctions (defined in §1.1) of a two-parameter family of functions determined by the bound K o . This is a natural generalization because the convexity property is equivalent to the subfunction property with respect to the particular two-parameter family (nonvertical straight lines) determined by the bound K o = 0.
A main objective will be to exhibit functions which have a geometrical significance and also have the subfunction property for surfaces with K < K o . This property then implies certain inequality relations for functions associated with certain geometrical configurations on such surfaces.
I. SUBFUNCTIONS
Definitions. A real-valued function g{x) of a single real variable x
defined on an open interval (α, b) , with -co <^α<%<6<^+oo,is said to be a convex function of x provided g(x) satisfies the inequality
(1.11) g[tx v + ( l -ί ) * 2 ] < t g ( x i ) + ( l -t ) g ( x 2 )
for all x l9 x 2 in (α, b) and for all t on the range 0 <^ t < 1. If g (x) is of class C 2 , it is convex if and only if g"(x) > 0 throughout the interval.
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PAUL A. CLEMENT functions leads to the theory of subfunctions [3] . Let \h a β(x)} be a two- for all x l9 x 2 in (α, b) and for all t on the range 0 < £ <_ 1, and where
Geometrically, (1.12) indicates that in the subinterval (x t> x 2 ) no part of the graph of the curve y = g(x) lies above the member of the parameter family joining the points [x lf g(%ι )] and [x 2 , g(x 2 )]. We note that if g(x) is convex, it is a subfunction of the two-parameter family of nonvertical straight lines.
A fundamental theorem. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a function g(x)
be a subfunction of a certain type of two-parameter family have been obtained by Shniad [ 10] . The following lemma and theorem are due to him;
proofs are included because of the fundamental use made of the theorem in subsequent developments.
LEMMA 1.1. If φ{x) is a positive continuous function of x, and φ{x) is a strictly increasing continuous function of x, on a < x < b 9 then the condition that g(x) be a subfunction of the family Λφ + Bφψ, where A and B are parameters of the family, is equivalent to the condition that g/φ be a convex function of φ.
Proof. The hypotheses on φ and ψ ensure that g/φ is a continuous function of xjj. To prove the existence of a unique member of the family through any two points (Λ^ , γ i ) {i -1, 2), with the x( distinct and in the interval, it suffices to note that φ( ι φ( 2 )φ( 2 )φ( ι ) £ 0. φ (x 2 ) φ(x 2 )φ{x 2 )
Let Xγ and x 2 satisfy a < x^ < x 2 < b, and let
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with Then the condition h a β (x) > g(x) for x γ < x < x 2 is equivalent to the condition A\ + B x φ(x) ;> for x ί < x < x 2 9 φ(x)
or that g{x)/φ(x) be a convex function of φ on the range φ(a + ) < φ < φ(b-). 
Let φ(x), φ(x), and g(x) be functions having the following properties on an interval a < x < bi a) the functions φ, φ, and g have continuous second derivatives, b) the inequalities φ{x) > 0 and φ'(x) > 0 hold, and c) each of the functions φ(x) and φ(x) φ(x) is a solution of the differential

DEFINITION. A function g(x)
will be said to be a sub-K 0 function of x if it is a subfunction of the family ^h^Λx)] of (1.31) on the interval 0 < x < b <_oo. Moreover, g(x) will be said to be a K Q -function if the sign of equality of its subfunction relation (1.12) holds throughout the interval; and it will be a strictly sub-K 0 function if the strict inequality holds throughout for 0 < t < 1.
It is convenient to introduce a second-order differential operator S defined by
where K Q is a negative constant; we may write Q x to indicate the variable for differentiation. 
REMARK. With the choices
where the curves v = constant are the geodesies, and the curves u = constant are the geodesic parallels. The surface S is said to be given in geodesic representation.
Singular points of the geodesic family are points where μ = 0; other points, where μ > 0, are regular points.
The Gaussian curvature K of S exists at all regular points. If S is given in geodesic representation, the Gaussian curvature is given [7, p. 181] by the
DEFINITION. An analytic surface S will be said to be a sub-K 0 surface if its Gaussian curvature is bounded from above by K o , a negative constant, at all regular points of S. Moreover, S will be said to be a Resurface if its Gaussian curvature everywhere is K o . If S is a sub-X 0 surface which is not a K 0 -surface, it will be said to be a strictly sub-K 0 surface.
Geodesic parallels.
We have the following lemma, LEMMA 2.1. // an analytic surface S is given in geodesic representation, then a necessary and sufficient condition that S be a sub-K 0 surface is that the function μ{u, v 0 ) be a sub-K 0 function of u for each line-segment u γ < u < u 2 , v = v Q in the (u, v) 
Proof. The result follows directly from (2.13) and Lemma 1.3 by an argument analogous to that in [4, p. 286] . The proof reveals that μ is a strictly sub-K 0 function of u if and only if S is a strictly sub-K 0 surface, and that μ is a £ 0 -function of u if S is a K 0 -surface.
Let S be a sub-2£ 0 surface given in geodesic representation. Proof. Since Q u μ -0, we find that the function μ Q (r) of the family (1.31) satisfying (2.31) is When we evaluate (2.11) and (2.12) for a geodesic circle using this expression for μ, we obtain the formulas of the lemma. The inequalities are easily established; cf. [4, p. 291-292] . It follows from the theorems of § 1.3 that sums and products of functions which satisfy Condition C also satisfy Condition C.
3.2.
The length function. Hereafter we assume that μ(r 9 θ) is of class C 2 , which ensures the existence of the derivatives we write. We now consider a geodesic circle C r on S with fixed center P and geodesic radius r. 
Proof. The result is immediate since G Γ μ(r, θ) > 0 for r >_ 0 on S. We note that equality holds in (3.21) 
Since α(0) = 0, and Z'(O) = 2 77 by (2.31), we have equality in (3.22) for r = 0. The derivative of the function
is S/(r), which is nonnegative by Lemma 3.1; hence the left member of (3.22) is monotonic nondecreasing, and (3.22) 
Proof. The functions μ{r 9 θ) and μ Q (r> 0) associated with the surfaces S and S o , respectively, both satisfy (2.31), and are such that . We omit proofs.
Ίhe area function. On a surface where K '< K Q9 the area function a(r)
for a geodesic circle C r has properties similar to those given for /(r). Proof. The inequality follows from Theorem 3.5 and the identity
We shall find additional theorems for the functions a{r) and φ {r) showing certain subfunction properties of these functions when an additional assumption is made for the surface S. In the sequel we use the following lemma, which
shows that certain conditions which clearly imply the sub-& 0 function property for a function also imply this property for its square root.
LEMMA 3.7. // g(r) is a nonnegative function for which g'"{r) exists in
the interval Cί < r < β, and g(r) satisfies
' is a sub-K 0 function in CX < r < β and is a strictly sub-K 0 function there provided
Proof. If we let f (r) = [g(r)] ι/2 , then at points where f (r) £ 0 we have Moreover,
so that from the hypotheses we get
whence h(r) > 0. Thus G/(r)> 0 at points where f(r) 4" 0. And, since the nonnegative function f{r) satisfies the subfunction inequality (1.12) for points where f(r)=O, it follows that the continuous function f(r) is a sub-X 0 function for α < r < β.
With (3.31) and (3.32) the nonnegative sub-X 0 (and hence convex) function g(r) can vanish at no more than one point of Cί < r < β, whence, by (3.33),
we have h (r) > 0 ((X < r ^ β ). It follows that we have Qf(r) > 0 except for at most one point of ( X < r < β, so that f(r) is a strictly sub-^0 function for α < r < β. This completes the proof of the lemma.
An additional assumption on the surface S causes certain functions immediately to satisfy ( Proof. The method is that used in earlier theorems wherein now we apply the four relations which immediately precede Theorem 3.9.
REMARK. It was indicated earlier that our Condition C reduces to Condition Proof. The sufficiency has been established in Theorem 3.8. Now let Pi be a point of S where K v > 4K 0 , and let P L be the pole of a geodesic polar coordinate system. Since S is analytic, there exists a neighborhood of Pi in which K > 4>K 0 , and hence a value r t > 0 such that the geodesic circle of radius r γ lies entirely within this neighborhood. In this coordinate system we have and then it easily follows that l"{r) + 4K 0 Z(r) < 0 (0 < r < r x on S). 4 4 where h(r) is the bracketed expression. Then we have that A(0) = 0, and 0 (0 < r < r Λ on S);
By calculation we get that
hence A(r)<OforO<r<r 1 , and thus also S0 t (r) < 0 (0 < r < r t on 5).
Then by Theorem 1.2, φ χ {r), when evaluated in a coordinate system with such a pole, cannot be a sub-X 0 function.
IV. THE ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY AND RELATED FUNCTIONS
The isoperimetric inequality.
Let L and A denote the perimeter and area, respectively, of a simply connected region bounded by an analytic curve on a surface of nonpositive curvature. The isoperimetric inequality
holds for such a region. In fact, the following theorem [6, p. 670-672] We shall study the function θ of (4.11) and some modifications of it for sub-# 0 function properties when S is assumed to be a sub-i( 0 surface and the region is that determined by a geodesic circle, A well-known generalization of the function θ for geodesic circles on surfaces of constant negative curva- Proof. Squaring the inequality (3.22) and using (3.21), we obtain 
Proof. We establish the result that
The function on the left is zero when r = 0, and its derivative is the nonnegative may arrange the calculation so that
where h(r) is the function after the inequality sign. Clearly Λ(0)=0, and we find that Theorem 4.4 then admits a corollary which is analogous to the isoperimetric inequality for the functions φ (r) and φAr); we omit its statement, but we remark that the inequality for Φ 5^r ) ls sharper than the isoperimetric inequality (4.13) in that it presents a better estimate (greater lower bound) for Z(r).
The next theorem presents another function determined by the modification process. 
We omit the computations and also the corollary stating the inequality satis-
fied by φ (r)
It may be noted that with Φ 6 (r) satisfying Condition C it readily follows that
which satisfies Condition C (in part by Theorem 1.6), is added to φ 6 (r), we obtain φ^ir), which then satisfies Condition C (in part by Theorem 1.4).
Theorem 4.5 suggests a consideration of the substitution of l(r) -l o {r) and a(r) -a o (r) for the functions l(r) and a(r).
When this substitution is made in the isoperimetric function, we find that the new function does not satisfy our conditions. Nevertheless, in the next theorem we have a result of this procedure. Proof. We find that φ y {0) = 0 and that φ' 7 (r) > 0 by Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3; thus φ y (r) is monotonic nondecreasing. By computation we find that
where h(r) is the bracketed expression. We see that Λ(0) = 0, and that its derivative satisfies 9 which satisfies Condition C, to 4>πφ 3 {r).
(r) = a(r) -a o (r) to φ(r). And the function φ (r) is obtained by adding
K o a{r)[a(r) -a o {r)]
Another kind of modification.
The properties of the isoperimetric function and its modifications which we have developed now enable us to introduce new functions which satisfy our conditions. These new functions are produced by replacing each term of an expression by its square root. 
V° / \V«o
Now using (4.31) in the last two parentheses, we get 
> -μ'W--"ό > -U'z o -"o').
Hence, by (4.21), it follows that &Φ i2 (r) > 0 for r > 0 on S. Thus, on citing written. It is clear that, as corollaries, we then obtain certain inequality relations between the length and area functions for a suitably restricted surface.
Regular super-/£ 0 surfaces.
The preceding results concerning sub-& 0 surfaces hold in the large and are unaffected by singular points. We now describe somewhat analogous results for surfaces whose Gaussian curvature satisfies K > K o ; such surfaces will be called super-K 0 surfaces. We still assume K o < 0, although some of the results hold, in the small, for K o any constant. In general, our results will hold only on parts of S where there are no singular points of the surface, or of the family of geodesies, other than at the pole of geodesic polar coordinates; and some of the results hold only in the small even where there are no singular points.
A function f(x) is said to be a super-K 0 function provided ~f(x) is a sub-X 0 function.
A surface S given in geodesic coordinates, or in geodesic polar coordinates, will be said to be regular provided there are no singular points on 5 except, in the case of geodesic polar coordinates, at the pole P. Lemma 2.1 holds if we add the restriction that S is regular, and replace "sub-X 0 " kv "super-# 0 ." Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 hold with the same alterations, and the inequality relations given by (3.21), (3.22) , and (4.21) hold with the inequality signsreversed. Proof. The theorem follows in routine fashion by an examination of earlier calculations for these functions in relation to (3.21) , (3.22) , and (4.21) with the inequality signs reversed.
Now consider the isoperimetric function φ 3 (r).
We compute φ' 3 (r) , and find On regular analytic super-K 0 surfaces we have 
In the same way we could establish similar results for each function in the following theorem. By Theorem 1.2, it is evident that we might replace (5.32) with the dif- , 2,4, 5, 6, 8, 13, 14) .
Geodesically similar curves.
The preceding theory may be applied to more general configurations than geodesic circles and sectors. Thus we may study comparison functions which involve length and area functions relating to a class of curves upon an arbitrary surface S as compared to the corresponding curves upon a X 0 -surface or in the plane.
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It is evident that r has heretofore played a dual role: it has served as the parameter for the family of geodesic circles (sectors) on S with centers at the pole P, and it also has been a variable of the geodesic polar coordinate system* We now rephrase the previous conditions in terms of the parameter of the family of curves to be considered. On a surface S referred to geodesic polar coordinates (r, θ) with a given pole P, we first consider the family of curves C(k) of parameter k given by Proof. By Theorem 5.4, λ 2 (ft; Cί, β) is nonnegative and monotonic nondecreasing. By calculation,
•/α JO dp These are nonnegative by the proof of Theorem 3.3, and the rest of the argument is immediate.
5.5. The Steiner configuration. Let C be an arbitrary closed convex curve in the plane, of length L and area F 9 and let C(p) be a curve parallel to C at a distance p from it, p being measured along the outward normal to C, of length L{p) and area F(p). The family of curves C(p) will be called a Steiner configuration; it is a classical result of Steiner [2, p. 128] that
and
Generalizations of these formulas for curves lying on a curved surface have been given in [1; 2] , and explicit formulas found in the case of surfaces of constant curvature. We shall establish the sub-# 0 function property of some functions which involve the L{p) and F(p) functions for the Steiner configuration associated with a suitable curve C on an arbitrary sub-/£ 0 surface, K o < 0.
It is evident that our preceding theory for geodesic circles of center P o on $ i KΛv) = where Kg{v) is the geodesic curvature of C. By the Gauss-Bonnet theorem [7, p. 191] , noting that C has no exterior angles, we get GENERALIZED CONVEXITY AND SURFACES OF NEGATIVE CURVATURE 365 Proof. There is equality in (5.57) if S is a A' 0 -surface, and the proof using (5.51) and (5.52) is similar to those of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.5. satisfies Condition C (p ).
Proof. Obviously τ s (0) = 0, and using (5.55) we get τ' 5 {p) > 0 by (5.58) .
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By another calculation we find that 
